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The above drawing was issued to GADRA by the TII on request for information in relation to the Ventilation

Shaft being built in Albert College Park during consultation on the Preferred route.  However, it was issued just

two days before consultation closed. The drawing was not issued to any other parties, therefore we hold it was

not appropriately made available to the public during the consultation period. GADRA have continually called

for the TII to afford our residents the same opportunity to participate on this fundamental aspect of the project

as all other residents throughout city had for their respective areas. However, the TII have continually refused to

do so.

The TII have now announced that they plan to publish reports and images of their plans for this Intervention

Shaft on Thursday 23 January 2020. It is our understanding that this will be a web-based consultation, with an

opportunity for the public to �ll in an online questionnaire and ask questions in relation to design aspects only

for a 4-week period from January 23rd.

Therefore it appears that this upcoming consultation is only on design and not on the
position/requirement/options for this shaft. You are basically being asked about the design and not whether
you agree with a decision to permanently give away public park land to facilitate this structure. We believe that
at this stage this Shaft is integral to the preferred route and that any consultation on the shaft should be in the
context of the full Preferred Route, but the NTA are adamant they are not reopening consultation on the
Preferred Route.

GADRA were shocked to learn that neither the Director of Services North City DCC nor the Head of Parks, DCC



were aware of the TII's plans to permanently take an area of parklands for a permanent above ground structure

and car park when GADRA contacted them early this  December. Therefore, it appears that the TII have decided

not to consult DCC nor you, the public, on this permanent loss of public parkland for the only material above

ground structure on the MetroLink route. The upcoming consultation is looking more like a public information

exercise than consultation.

We want to be clear – GADRA are supportive of MetroLink. We support the current proposed alignment, which

is routed in a manner so as to minimise the number of houses it passes under. We support the provision of a

station in our area, albeit mindful of the proposals we have made in relation to its construction and design to

ensure minimal impact for residents close to the station.    Our issue with the proposal for the Ventilation Shaft

is the fact that we do not believe all viable options were considered as an alternative to the current proposal

that will result in a signi�cant and permanent loss of parkland, and we do not believe that there has been an

appropriate level of consultation regarding options.  GADRA suggest that there are alternatives that could

avoid the need for this over ground structure e.g.

1) making of the shaft into a station which would be below ground
2) moving the underground Collins Ave station into the park which would negate the need for a shaft at

all.

Neither of the above would require the route alignment to change, which GADRA is keen to protect.

However, the TII do not appear to have considered these options and certainly have not supplied any evidence

of having considered anything else other than the shaft. TII has dismissed the suggestion of a station in the

park saying it would be disruptive - yet the TII propose to permanently take a portion of the park with a

proposal that is also disruptive in the short term, but that GADRA believe is the more detrimental proposal for

our area in the longer term.  Remember there will never again be any new parkland in our area, so we need to

do what we can to protect what we have.

GADRA have repeatedly raised this with local politicians on your behalf. We have issued legal letters via FP

Logue solicitors (on our website) in relation to this issue.  GADRA have exhausted all options in our efforts to

require that the TII consult fully on this proposal with you, the public. We now need you to contact your

politicians directly to request that they act on your behalf.   Minister  Donohoe, Minister for Finance, is also the

head of the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform, which sets out Consultations Principles and

Guidance on Public Consultations – which GADRA suggest the TII do not appear to be following. Please bring

this to his personal attention.

GADRA believe the above also highlights the importance of our repeated calls for the Department of Transport

to write the terms of reference for the scope of the Independent Expert panel, rather than the TII. We believe

that the Independent Expert should be in a position to advise us, the affected residents, openly – even if the

matter is one where there is a need to hold the TII to account. TII say that their suggested approach was

successfully adopted during Metro North - but we are aware that the Independent Expert for that project was

achieved with the assistance of the then Taoiseach Bertie Ahern, the then MEP  Mary Lou Mc Donald, the then

TD Joe Costello, Cllr Mary Fitzpatrick, the then Cllr Paschal Donohoe and the late Tony Gregory. There were

issues with aspects of the Independent Expert Brief at that time, which is why we know just how important the

Terms of Reference can be.  As you can see many of today's politician were involved in Metro North and should

also have �rst-hand knowledge of the importance of this aspect of the project.

GADRA have asked all TDs and Councillors in the North West, Whitehall/Artane and Cabra/ Glasnevin wards to

ensure that you get consultation on the permanent surrender of public parkland for this structure, and not just

on the aspects of design.  Please follow up with your public representatives, especially now as an election may

be on the horizon.

This year has been our busiest year yet and we have been working very hard on your behalf especially

regarding Transport Projects.  Now we need you to get your politicians busy on your behalf.

As the year draws to a close, we would like to wish you all a very happy Christmas and Healthy and

Happy New Year.
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